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PREFACE
This dissertation investigates the crossing number and the
rectilinear crossing number of Kn (the complete graph on n vertices)

and ,,, (the

complete bipartite graph on m and n. vertices).

We

consider the scheme of Zarankiewicz [14] for drawing S,,, and the
scheme of Saaty [14] for drawing
to be minimal.

Kn,

both of which are conjectured

A drawing D of an arbitrary graph G is said to be

stable if it is not possible to redraw any one edge of D to reduce
the total number of crossings.

We prove that both Zarankievicz's

scheme and Sasty's scheme are stable.

Next we investigate the relationship between stable drawings
and minimal drawings, and in fact we prove that if D is a stable
drawing of an arbitrary graph G, then it is not possible to redraw
any two edges of D with a vertex in common to reduce the total

number of crossings.

But we conjecture that a stable drawing is

minimal, and we believe that the methods used in this dissertation
can be used to prove the conjecture.

Of course, if the conjecture

is proven then the crossing number problem · for K
·n and Km,n will be
completely solved.
Also we describe a scheme tor drawing K,, rectilinearly which
involves nested triangles which are slightly rotated alternately
clockwise and counterclockwise.

(The idea of using nested triangles

was suggested to me by Herbert Wilf.)
ix

We derive polynomials which

x
yield the number or crossings in our scheme; each of these polynomi als is assymptotic to

•

n

This compares with n4 which is the

62
T

conjectured asymptotic behavior of.the crossing number of K, [6].
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INTRODUCTION
,

It is well known that arr., simplicial n-complex Jl1 can be linearly
imbedded in Euclidean 2n + l space [5].

In 1932 Van.Kampen [22] con•

sidered the problem ot linearly imbedding K ±n Euclidean 2n space, and

be constructed an algorithm which determined, torn~ 3, whether or not
~ can be linearly imbedded in Euclidean an space.

It consists of

determining whether or not the cohomology class ot a certain mapping
vanishes.

Van Kampen published an incorrect proof of the algorithm

[25J, but in 1957 Shapiro [19] published a correct proof.

Wu [24]

investigated Van Kampen's work turther and among many other things he
showed that for n = l, the algorithm is equivalent to the well known
theorem ot Kuratowski (T).
We give the algorithm torn• l, but first we need a definition.
A drawing of a graph G in the plane is a nearly true linear imbedding

of Gin the plane, 1.

e.,

the edges of G are finite polygonal lines

in the plane and there are a finite number of crossings among the edges
of G in the plane.

show-

Let D be a drawing of a graph G in the plane.

In Chapter III we

that

not cross more than

we

can assume every- pair of edges

of D do

once,

Ill the abstract graph G ve llave a certain set ot unordered pairs
(1, j) such that edge i and edge j have no vertex in common,

1

Call this

2

Let e, be an edge ot G and x,r a vertex ot

set ot unordered pairs A.

G not on t\• We associate with x and 9k a vector Vtit ot integer caa•ponents in the following manner.
Let L denote the vector space of' dimension +t A over the integers,
which has tor ita basis the pairs ( 11 J) ot A.

Vfk is a vector ot L

defined by
0

it neither i = k nor j = k

0

it one ot them, s,q J, equals k and xis not a vertex of e;

l

otherwise.

These vectors Vf'k generate a subspace T ot L.

Thia subspace induces

an equivalence relation on the vectors ot L, namely P"' Q 1f and only ·
it P -4€T,

.

We define a single vector V, based on tile drawing D ot G, which lies
in L%

if edges e, and e, do not

0

intersect in D
intersection number

it they do intersect.

or e, and e;
(We obtain the intersection number of e; and e+ as tollowea

1. ,Number the vertices ot G.
a,

This induces an orientation on the'edges of D, i% e», 1f e; +(m, n)

q

and e," (, q), where a< n and p < q, then m, p are the "tails"

~-· ....

and n, q are the"heads" or e, and ej,,respectively. Also e, and
i

eJ have lett hand sides and right hand sides in the plane,

I

5%

An ordering of pairs of edges' is also induced, i% e»» ej is the first

edge and e J is the second edge where m< p,

h, Intersection number of e, and e, is +l if e, crosses e; frca left to
right, ·1 if e, crosses e, from right to left, where e, is the first
edge of the pair of edges e, and e,+) ·

Theorem:

G is planar it Uld only it ve T.

This completely answers the question. ot when a graph can be linearly
inbedded in the plane.
A natural question which arises is the following,

Suppose a graph

G can not be linearly imbedded in the plane; then whet is the smallest
number of crossings that a drawing of

G

can have? This aumber \is called

the crossing number of G, and a drawing Dot G vita this number·of cross=
ings is called a minimal drawing of G,

Tutte [20] recently has used the methods ot Van Kam.pen's algorithm
to investigate crossing numbers.

He studied the relationship between the

crossing number ot a graph and the smallest number ot nonzero entries ot
all vectors (whose components are all +l, -1, or O) in the coaet V +Tot
L, above,

It these two numbers are equal, then an algorithm exists tor

finding the crossing number of an arbitrary graph.
A great deal of research on crossing numbers has been directed to
calculating the crossing numbers of K, and Km,n•

In 1954 Z&rankiewicz

[2, 25] published Ul incorrect proof of a problem. suggested by Turan,
Zarenkiewicz claimed to have proved that the crossing mumber of K,, • 11
,

.

I

4
(t2

•

t)(k2

•

if m =2k,·n = 2t

k)

t? (° - k)

if' m = 2k, n = 2t + l

t?

1f m = 2k + l, n • 2t + 1.

He gave a scheme which realizes this number of crossings [14].
But Kainen [6, 9] noticed a flaw in the proof.
progress has been made toward a complete proof'

Since then only limited

[9].

T 1960, Guy [8] conjectured that the crossing number of K, 1s

4[±][-ills] Tz]» me @oreaas s,a a t) ,awes
»

a Lalla

4~ k

:ii

l

{"-F]
k - 4

.

n and en is the crossing number of

Kn• It k • 5,

this gives a

lover bound for C,} also, using this relation Guy shoved that if the
conjectured value holds for n odd, then the conjectured value bolds tor
the next value of n.

Blazek and Koman [l] gave a scheme which realizes

the conjectured value of' en•

Saaty [lit-] independently gave a different

scheme, which also realizes the conjectured value ot en•

Later [17) he

proved that the conjectured value holds for 15 ni 10.
Using [3], Kainen [6] showed that if Zarankiewiczs conjecture 1a

true then the crossing number of

.

Kn

is assymptotic to n

b4

Also Moon

[15] shoved that if' Kn is randomly drawn on the sphere several times
with great arcs for edges, then the average number of crossings Yill be

•

+G)(E)CE)s3)
The minimum number of' crossings of' drawings of' graphs on surfaces
of' genus other than zero has also been studied [8,

u,

12].

Suppose we consider ~ those drawings D of G in 'Which every- edge
is a straight line,

Such

a

drariag 11 called

a rectilinear dr±Ming of

'

..'

o.

5
D is said to be a rectilinear minimal drawing of G it no other rectilinear drawing of G has fewer intersections of edges of G than D.

The

number ot intersections of edges in a rectilinear minimal drawing ot G
is called the rectilinear crossing number of G.

Harary and 111 []

conjecture that the rectilinear crossing number of Kaia strictly greater
than the crossing number of

Kn tor n • 8 and n 10.

In this paper we try a new approach at solving the crossing number
problem.

To begin With, we say that a drawing VD of a graph G is stable

if it is nob possible to redraw any one edge of D to reduce the total
number of crossings,

Chapter II shows that both Zarankiewiczs scheme

and Sastys scheme are stable [ 14].

Conjecture:

Next we propose the following.

A drawing of a graph is minimal it and only it it is stable.

It is clear that one direction of' the conjecture is trivial.
Chapter III gives a partial solution to the converse, but the author
believes that it is possible to give a complete solution to the converse using the methods ot Theorem 11.

Needless to sq, it a complete

solution to the converse were given then Zarankiewiczs scheme and
Sastys scheme would be minimal and the crossing· numbers of K, and

% , would be known.

At any rate, Theorem 10 and Theorem 11 yield intor-

%

mation about crossing numbers in general. since they are proven tor arbi•
truy graphs.
Herbert Wilt suggested to tae author_ a scheme tor drawing K,
rectilinearly which involves concentric equilateral triangles 'I{ such

6
that '{ 4 j ls rotated slightly clockwise from I'{»

The author refined

Wilt's scheme so that the triangles are rotated alternately clockvise and
counterclockwise.

In Chapter IV we describe both schemes, and we derive
,··-, .

polynomials which express the number of crossings tor the author's scheme
Each ot these polynomials is assymptotic to

-3s

7
David Singer in his unpublished notes has described a scheme tor

drawing K, rectilinearly it • 18 a power of 5,

He has been able to show

. that the number of crossings in his scheme for K,, 1s assyaptotie to

n .
~

,
.

·'

II.

THE STABil.ITY OF ZARANKIEWI CZ'S SCHEME

AND SAATY'S SCHEME

We prove that the schemes of Zarankiewicz and Saaty for drawing

,, and K,, respectively, are stable.

Zarankiewicz's scheme tor draw•

ins 5,,, 1s as follows [1].
Consider rectangular coordinates in the plane.

It

11 •

2r take on

the x axis the points with abscissas

·r,·(r-l),% • ·5 ·2,-1,2,2,% • ·y,
and 1f m =2r + l take on this axis the points with abscissas

-r,-(r-1) , ••• ,-2,-1,1,2, ••• ,r + l.
·A similar arrangement is used for the remaining n points on they axis
and every point of one set is Joined to every point of the
by a straight line.

Figure l illustrates the scheme

•

Figure 1

7

II
t

"'

other' set

ror Ks,

8
Saaty's scheme for drawing K, is as follows [1+]:

Suppose

n = l4m +

2.

Let C be a cylinder having 2m + l equally'

spaced vertices on the top rim end 2m + 1 equally spaced vertices on the
bottom rim.

We assume the set of' vertices on the bottom rim is directly

below the set of vertices on the top rim.

Two vertices on the top rim

are connected by a straight line across the top ot the cylinder; tvo
vertices on the bottom rim are connected by a straight line across the
bottom of the cylinder; a vertex on the top rim is connected to a vertex
on the bottom rim by the shortest path between them on the side of the
cylinder •
Puncture the center of the top of' the cylinder and flatten the
.punctured cylinder onto the plane.
K, if n=4m+2.

J

This is Saaty's scheme for drawing

Figure 2 illustrates the case K;»

We may assume that

the two 2m + l gons (which originally were the two "rims" of the cylinder
before it was :flattened) are equilateral, concentric, and have parallel
sides.
polygon.

These two 2n + l gons are cal.led the inner polygon and the outer
We may also assume that all. edges contained in the inner

polygon are straight lines.
An identical argument can be applied

to the case n • 4m except

that the.top of the cylinder is punctured slightly off center, and ve

make sure that the 2m edges ona the side of the cylinder which connect
diametrically opposite vertices rotate in the same direction.

Figure 3

illustrates the case Ky». We may assume that the inner polygon and the

outer polygon are equilateral, concentric, and have parallel sides,

We
\

\

9

Figure 2

,.

i ·

Figure
I.

3

10
may also assume that all edges contained in the inner polygon are

If' three or more edges intersect at a point p, then

straight lines.

these edges are redrawn in a small neighborhood of p.
If n= hm +
n = ljm + 2,

The

'

3, then we first construct the scheme tor the case
inner polygon is rotated slightl~l then the odd vertex
t,

is placed in the center of the inner polygon and connected to all the
other vertices by straight lines.
An identical procedure is used for the case n •

4m

+ l except that

the odd vertex is placed slightly oft center so as not to lie on the
diagonals or. the inner polygon.

Lema l: Zarankiewicz's scheme f'or drawing IGa,n ia stable.
Proof:

We

as

crossings as before it was redrawn. Let the edge to be redrawn be

many-

show

that if a single edge is redrawn then there are· at least

called e. Assume e has endpoints x, andy,, on the x and y axes,
respectively.

With each edge that crosses ewe associate a quadri-=

lateral such that one end point of' e is inside the quadrilateral and the
other endpoint of e is outside the quadrilateral as follows:
Let be an edge which crosses e.

endpoints ~ and y-2•

quadrant.)

( See Figure +,)

Assume f has

(We can assume that e end f are both in the first

Let x; "5, 1f x,< x,J otherwise x, "X, ·l. Let y; "9,

11 3,< xj4 otherwise y3 3, ·3.

Then the edges -¥2» (v3)» ()2g»

and (-x,) (-y_,) determine a quadrilateral which contains precisely one

endpoint or e, where 5,, 1s the edge connecting x, to 2y (75) is the
edge connecting x, to y3» and so forth,'

1l

Figure 4
'

No two of the quadrilaterals have an edge in camnon, for any edge
got a quadrilateral Q uniquely determines the quadrilateral Q.

Indeed

let &, and ~ be the endpoints of g where g1 is on the x axis and 6,

is on

is on the x axis, and
on the y axis.

s,,

Then g determines

the y axis.

82

the other vertex

1
determines ,,» the other vertex

of Q which

or

Q which is

Then £1» 67 &3» nd g,, determine Q.

Now suppose we redraw e to e, Let C,» %» •• • S, be all the
.crossings on e.

Let &, be the quadrilateral associated with c·

&;

contains precisely- one endpoint of e and thus precisely one endpoint ot
e1•

Therefore e crosses ~ at di.

common, so all the
ings as e.

di

are distinct.

None ot the 4, have an edge in
Thus e1 has at least as many cross=

Figure 5 illustrates the idea.

crossings as there are quadrilateral■•

lote that e hu u -.a;,

12

Figure 2
We now turn to Saaty's scheme,

obvious.

The next four lenas are not at all

The method that we will use to prove each of them will be the

same as the method that we used to prove Lemma l.
e be the edge to be redrawn.

Namely, we will let

With each crossing of e we will associate

a triangle or quadrilateral which contains precisely one endpoint ore.
We will do this in such a way that no two or the triangles or quadri•
1

It e is redrawn to e, then e

laterals will have an edge in common.
will have at least as

many

crossings as there are triangles and quadri-

laterals (as we showed in Lemma 1), 1. e., as many crossings aa e has •

.

So in each case it will not be possible to reduce the total number
of crossings by redrawing e.
Thus throughout the remainder of this chapter our goal is the
'' following:

For each fixed choice of e associate a trig£le (or

quadrilateral or pentagon) with each crossing of e in such a vgy that
each triangle (or quadrilateral or pentagon) contains precisely one
endpoint of e and no two triangles {quadrilatere.1s1 pentagons) have an
edge in common.
Lemma 2:
Proof':

Saaty's scheme for drawing Kn 1s stable if n = hm + 2,
Let e be the edge to be redrawn. We sq e is an inner edge, an

outer edge, a middle edge, or an edge of the polygons depending on
whether e is an edge inside the inner polygon, outside the outer polygon,
between the inner and outer polygons, or on either the inner or outer
polygons, respectively.

For instance in Figure 5 there ere 2 inner edges,

16 middle edges, 2 outer edges, and 8 edges of the polygons.

(Actually,

later on in this chapter, the 16 middle edges ot Figure 5 will be classified as 12 middle edges and 4 "diagonal" edges.
g

But that need not con-

cern us here.)
If' a end b are two vertices on the same polygon P ( where P is either

the inner or outer polygon), we sq that bis k vertices clockwise fro
a if b is thevertex from a as we travel along P in a clockwise
ol,

direction.

Similarly tor counterclockwise.

There is a natural corres-

pondence between the vertices of the outer and inner polygons; namely,

•

'a vertex a of the inner polygon and a vertex b of the outer polygon

correspond if both lie on the. same ray.emanating from the center or the
inner polygon. ·For such an a and b we sq that a is radially across
from b and that b is radially across from a.

Let a be a vertex on the

inner polygon and b be a vertex on the outer polygon,

Then s, respec=

i4
tively b, is said to be k vertices clockwise from b, respectively a,.

if a, respectively b, is k vertices clockwise from the vertex radially
across from b, respectively a. Similarly for counterclockwise.
Part It

cross e,

Suppose e is an inner edge.

(See Figure 6.)

Let f, with endpoints f, and f,,

t determines two arcs on the inner polygon,

both of which have f and f, as endpoints. Since there are 2m + l vertices
1
on the inner polygon, one of the arcs has an odd num.ber ot vertices o~
'it and the other arc has an even number of' vertices on it.

Let £, denote

·the vertex which is radially across from the middle vertex of the odd

arc. Then the edges f,F,» F,4» and f,,f, for a closed curve which ve
call a triangle.

This triangle contains precisely one endpoint ot ••

We associate this triangle with the crossing of e caused by f. '

•

j

~

.,

• 1

\

Figure 6

I,
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Given any edge t of such a triangle, the other two edges can be

reconstructed.
polygon.

This is clear it both endpoints of t are on the inner

It is also clear it t,, one ,ot the endpoints ot t, is on the

inner polygon and it t2, the other endpoint of t, is on the outer
polygon. For if t, is k vertices clockwise, respectively counterclockwise, from t2 then

t,

is k vertices counterclockwise, respectively

clockwise, from t, where t, is the third_vertex-ot the triangle.

So

two triangles associated wita two different crossings ot e can not
have an edge in common,
suppose e is an outer edge •. For this case we need only mention
. that the outer edges are obtained b;r stereographic proJectioD ot the
inner edges.
Part IIz. Suppose e is a 11.iddle edge.

Denote the endpoints of e b7 e1

and e,, where the former is on the inner polygon and the latter is oa

the outer polygon.

Without loss of generality we may assume e; is

k vertices counterclockwise from e,, where O5 ki m,

flip the entire drawing ot ~ over.)
f, cross e.

•

Le~

(Otherwise

t with endpoints f, and

We may assume that f; is on the inner polygon and that

t2 is on the outer polygon.
We define a one-one, onto function A, whose domain and range are
the set of vertices of the drawing of l,» s follows:

1f bis a vertex

on the outer polygon, then A(b) is the vertex on the inner polygon vllicll
ia

II

vertices counterclockwise tr011. bJ 1f b is e vertex oa the inner

polygon, then A(b) is the vertex on the outer polygo which is m:.
vertices counterclockwise fro b.

l

I
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Let a be a vertex on the inner polygon; let b be a vertex on the

It b is k vertices clockwise (counterclockwise) frcn

outer polygon.

a, then A(b) is k vertices clockwise (counterclockwise) from A(a),
where O :ii k

:ii

:m.

Since A( a) is m vertices counterclockwise tro:m a and

since there are n + l vertices on each polygon, this shows that the
edge ab does not cross the edge A(a)A(b), although a vertex ot ab
may coincide with a vertex of A(a)A(b).

mus the edges f,4%, 5,AKt,), A(1,)A(1%), and A(1,)t, fora a nonselfintersecting closed curve, which we call the quadrilateral
associated with the crossing of e caused by f,

(See Figure 7.)

It

remains to show that this quadrilateral contains precisely one endpoint
ot e and that two such quadrilaterals do not have an edge in colltlOll.
To prove the former statement, it suffices to show that f,8(f,)J

A(±,)A(f,), and A(£,)4, do not meet e, ±. e., do not cross e or have
an endpoint in common vith e
Section A of Part II:

need some notation.

We claim A(fj)A(±,) does not meet e.

First ve

If a ia a vertex on tlle inner (outer) polygon,

then by a + 1 and a - 1 we mean the vertex on the inner (outer)
polygon which is 1 vertices clockwise, respectively counterclockwise,

•

· from a.

If a and. b are two vertices on the same polygon P, the11 (a,b)

represents the set of vertices consisting of a and all vertices of P
It a is a vertex, then r(a)

clockwise from a up to and including b.
·is the vertex radially' across from a.

It a and bare two vertices,

then b is said to be strictly clockwise trc:n a 1f b is k vertices

cioclvtse fro A, where 15 k6 '[A<]·

couaterclockviae. ·

8112arty for strictly

17

Figure

1
'

I

Suppose t2 E. (r(e1), e2-l). It f1 is radially acrosa from t2 or
strictly counterclockwise from f,, then since f crosses e, f; € (e, l,
r(e )-l).

So A(t1) is radially' across fr011 A(t2) or strictly coURter•
2
clockwise fro A(±t,) with A(±,) € (A(r(e,)), A(e,-l)) =(r(A(ey)),'

A(e>) -1) and A(£,) €

(A(e, +1), A(re,)'- 1)) • (A(es,) + 2,

r(A(e )) - 1). Then A(t )A(f ) does not meet e •. It t11• atrictl.7
2
1
2
clockwise from t , then since t crosses e, f, € ( e1 +1, A(e,) ·.2).
2

•

·So A(f ) ia strictly clockwise tr011 A(t ) with A(t2) E

1

2

(A(r(el)),

A(e, -1)) = (s((e,))> A(e,) -2) and A(£,) € (A(e, +2), A(A(e,) -2))
f» can not be e2 aince
Suppose f» € ( e2

f crosaes e and no edge from e, Crosses e •

+ l, A( e1) -<2).

. couaterclockwiee trca t2 Yitll t1

Si.ace

t

.

croaae■ e, t1 ia atrictl.T

€ ((e,) l,. •1.

.

.

- l) • · So A( t1) 1•
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strictly counterclockwise trom A(t2) with A(t2) E (A(e2 + l),

A(A(e,) -2)) = (A(e,) 1, e, +1) ana A(t,) € (A(A(es) 1,

A(e, -1)) (e, +2, A(e,) -2). Then A(r,)A(t,) does ot meet e.
t2 can. not be A(e1) - 1 or A(e,) since f crosses e and ao edge

from A(e) • l or A(e,) crosses e.
_r(A(e2)) - 1).

Suppose t2 E (A( e1) + l,
Since t crosses e, f, 1s strictly clockwise from t2

€ ( e + l, r( e2) • ...l). So A(t ) is strictly clockwiae from
1
1
1
A(ts) with A(1,) e (A(A(e,) + 1), (s(A(e,)) -1)) ·(e} +2, r(es))

with t

and A(t1) E (A(e + 1), A(r(e2) - 1)) • (A(e1) + l, r(A(e2)) - 1).
1
Tllea A(t )A(t ) does not meet e.
2
1
suppose f, € ( r( A( e2)) , r( e1) - 1) • Since t crosses e, t1 11
strictly clockwise from f, with t1 € ( e1 + 1, r(A( e1)) - 2). ,So
A(t ) is strictly clockwise rro A(t) vih A(t,) € (A(r(A(e2))),
1
A(r(e1) - 1)) • (r(e2) .+ 1, r(A(e1)) - 1) ad A(t,) € (A(e1 + 1),
A( r(A( e )) - 2)) •. (A( e ) + l, r( e ) - l). Then A( t1) A( t2) doea not
1
1
1
meet e.
We have Just proven that A(t1)A(t2) does not meet e.

Nov t2A(t,)

and A(t )t do not cross e, since they are outer and inner edges,
2 1
respectivelyJ whereas e is a middle edge. Also, neither has a vertex
in common withe, for otherwise A(t1)A(t ) or t1t2 would llave a vertex
2
in COlllillOD. with e, a contradiction.
Therefore 1%A(±,), A(t£,)A(±,), aria A(f,)r, do not aeet e.

Con-

sequently every quadrilateral contains precisely one endpoint ot e.
Section B of Part IIs
aave aa edge · 1a c<XDOa.

J'iaally we muat allow taat ao

two q\18.drilaterala

To taia end: let f u.d g be two diatiact edgea

, 19
which cross e.

Assume f' end g have endpoints f'1 and 81 on the inner

polygon., and f, and 82 on the outer polygon.

Since f' and g are

distinct either their endpoints on th: inner polygon differ or their
endpoints on the outer polygon differ., 1. e • ., either f1; s1 or

f% # ,»

Say t, # s;; which implies that A(r,) # A(s,). Then 1,4,

s,&, and A(±,)A(£,) # A(s,)A(e,), where the latter two edges differ
since their endpoints on the outer polygon differ.

and &,8, A(f' )A(t2) because
1

hand edges do not cross e.

Also ~1t2

I A(g1)~(82)

the left hand edges cross e and the· rig)lt

Therefore all ~e middle edges of the

quadrilaterals associated with f and g are distinct.
Suppose the inner edge

of'

tlae quadrilateral associated with f'

coincides with the inner edge of the quadrilateral associated with g;

1% e., t54(1,) ·,A(&,).
,,,

since f, &g.ve must have r, ·A(&,) @ad

gl • A(t ). But g1 • A(t ) implies that f, 1s one vertex counter2
2
clockwise f'r011 A{g ). Now suppose A(g1) is not m vertices counter1

clockwise :f'roII

A(s,)· · Then

siace A( g ) A( 62) . does not meet e, and since
1

fl• A{62), u.d sin.ce f2 is one vertex counterclockwise trom A(g1), we
have that t t does not cross e., a contradictio:a. (Rougb]J- speaking,
1 2
t,1% 1s ±n a "aetghborhooa" or A(s,)A(&,)·)
The 'other possibility is that A(&,) 1s vertices counterclockwise
tr011 A( 82> •

Since t1 = A(~); this means that A(s,) 1s m vertices

.

counterclockwise from f»

But A(t ) is also m vertices couaterclock•

1

wise tram t by detWtioa of AJ 10 A(t1) • A(g1). Siace A 11 one1
one, this m.eua t • gr Also, it A(g1) i1 m vertice1 couaterclockwiae
1
from A( 82) ud
is oae vertex COWlterclockwiae traa A( s1) , tllea 1iaoe

t2

there are 2m + l vertices on each polygon, A(&,) is n vertices counter-

20

clockwise from f,»

But A(f,) is also m vertices counterclockwise from

f,, by definition or A.

Therefore A(t,) ·A(&,) and 4,"£,·

So

fgf» " £5&g» a contradiction.
We have proved that the inner edge of' the quadrilateral associated
with f is distinct from the iner edge of the quadrilateral associated
w1 th g.

An identical argument shows that the outer edge of the quad-

rilateral associated with f is disti•ct fl"OII tlle outer edge of the
quadrilateral associated with g.
Therefore n.o two quadrilateral• have aa edge in common,

Tis

completes the proof'.

Lema 5:
Proof:

Sasty's scheme for drawing ~ is stable 1f A=hm + 5,
We assume that the inner polygon has been rotated slightly

clockwise.
joins

An

edge is said to be a radial edge if it is an edge which

two vertices which are radially' across from. each other. We

de:uote by- o the vertex at the cen.ter of the inner

polygon,

Ana edge

is said to be a long edge, respectively short edge, if it joins o to
a vertex of the outer polygon, respectively inner polygon.
Let e be the edge to be redre.WD.

If e is an outer edge, then.

construct triangles as in the case n • 4m + 2.

If e is an edge of

·the inner polygon, then only one long edge crosses e. Tlle iuer pol.ygoa
itself is a aonselfintersecting closed_ curve which coataiaa precisely
;

one endpoint of the long edge which crosses e.

Part I: Suppose e is an inner edge.
to be an inaner edge,)

(We

do aot coaaid.er a short edge

Construct triangles as in the case n = a + 2

21
We note that to construct these

tor other inner edges which cross e,

triangles no radial edges have been used and no outer edges have been
used.

e.

Lett with endpoints o and ±, be a short edge which crosses

(See Figure 8.) Then the edges of;y f,r(1,), r(r,)(A(r,) -3),

(A(1,) -1)r(A(f,) -1), and r(A(t,) -1)o form a nonselfintersecting closed curve which contains precisely one endpoint ore.

(It

of; crosses e, then r(A(t ) - l)o does not cross e,) We call this
1
curve the pentagon associated with the crossing of e caused by t.
It is clear that no two such pentagons have

an edge in common. Aleo,

each pentagon is constructed of edges not previously used to construct triangles for edges which

cross e,

So

none of the pentagons

or triangles have an edge in common.
Let g with endpoints o and s, be a long edge which

(see Figure 9.)

crosses e.

Then the edges 0E,» £,r(A(&,)), and r(A(&,))o form

a nonselfintersecting closed curve which contains precisely one end=
point of e.

(If og, crosses e, then r(A(g,))o does not cross e.)

We call this curve the triangle associated with the crossing of e
caused by g»
in common,

It is clear that no two such triangles have an edge

Also each ot these triangles is constructed of' edges

not previously used to construct triangles tor inner edges which
cross e,

.

'To complete the case where e is an inner edge, we must show that

a triangle associated with a crossing ot e caused by a long edge
does not have an edge in common with a pentagon.

Denote the end=

22

'o

Figure

9

r
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points of e by e, and e,, where €, 1s strictly counterclockwise fro

e4·

Let C be the set of vertices consisting of r(e,) and all vertices

on the outer polygon which are counterclockwise trom r(e1) up to
but not including r(e,).

The outer edge of' each triangle associated

with the crossing of e caused by a long edge has precisely one of'
its endpoints in the set C, and the other endpoint is strictly
counterclockwise from the first by construction.

The outer edge

of each pentagon associated with the crossing of e caused by a short
edge has precisely one of its endpoints in the set C, and the other
endpoint is strictly clockwise from the first by construction.

Thus

the outer edges used to construct the triangles associated vi th
crossings of' e caused by long edges are different from the outer
edges used to construct the pentagons.

Since no pentagon uses long

edges in its construction, it follows that each of the triangles
associated with e crossing of' e caused by a long edge is constructed

of edges not used to construct the pentagons; so none of these
triangles has an edge in common with any of the pentagons.
Part IIs

Suppose e is a middle edge.

Denote· the endpoints of e by

e; and eg, where e, is on the inner polygon and e, is on the outer

.

polygon.

If' e is a radial edge then no long edge crosses e, and

we can construct quadrilaterals

es in the case n • 4m + 2 tor other

middle edges 'Which cross e. · ·
Suppose e, is strictly counterclockwise from e,%

quadrilaterals as in the cue n • 4m + 2 tor

Construct

other middle edges

2h
which cross e,

Suppose one

ot the above quadrilaterals Q had for

one of its edges a midd1e edge with A(e ) as one ot its endpointa.

1

Since no middJ.e edge with A(e1) as ~ne ot its endpoints crosses e,
it follows that the other middle edge of Q crosses e and has e,
for one of its endpoints, a contra.diction.

So none or the above:

quadrilaterals has for one of its edges a middle edge with A( e1)
as one of its endpoints; and so also none of the above quadrilaterals has for one of its edges an outer edge with A(ei) as one
of its endpoints.

Consequently none of the above quadrilaterals

uses any edge having A(e1) as one of its endpoints.

points o and f, be a long edge which crosses e.

Lett with end=

Then the edges of;;

fAfe,)» A(e,)r(±,), and r(±,)o form a nonsel£intersecting closed
curve which contains
precisely one endpoint of e.
.
.

Figure 10

(See Figure 10.)
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We call this curve the quadrilateral associated with the crossing of
e caused by f.

Each of these quadrilaterals is constructed of pre-

.

viously unused edges, and it is clear that no two of these qusdri-=

laterals have an edge in common.
Suppose e, is strictly clockwise from e,»

drawing of

Flip the entire

Kn over;_ then e1 will be strictly counterclockwise

:trom

®· Also the inner polygon will nov be rotated slightly counterclockwise, whereas before the flipping it was rotated slightly
Construct quadrilaterals as in the case n • 4m + 2

clockwise.

for other middle edges which

cross e,

As

none of the above quadrilaterals uses

any

before, we have that
edge having A(e,) as one

of its endpoints.

Let f with endpoints ·o and t be a long edge
1

which crosses e.

Ten the edges of,, f,(e,), A(e,)(r(±,) +2),

and (r(t1) + l)o form a nonselfintersecting closed curve which
contains precisely one endpoint of e.

(See Figure

ir.)

We call

this curve the quadrilateral associated with the crossing of e
caused by f.

Each of these quadrilateral.s is constructed ot pre-

vlously unused edges, and it is clear that no two of these quadri-

laterals have an edge in common.
Thus in all cases, for each crossing of the middle edge e, ve

•

have constructed a quadrilateral which contains precisely one end-

.

point of e, and no two of these quadrilaterals have an edge in common,

Part III:

Suppose e is a long edge.

Let f be a middle edge which

crosses e.. Assume f has endpoints f, and f, on the inner, and outer

26
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Figure 11
polygons, respectively.

Now t2 is either k vertices counterclockviae

trail r(t ) or k vertices clockwise trom r(t1), but not both where

1
1 ~ k ~ m.

In the former case, let t

be the vertex which is k
3
vertices clockwise from r(f1). In the latter case, let t be the
3
vertex which is k vertices counterclockwise from r(t1)• Then the
edges f,4,» ,T;» and f,f, determine a nonsel±intersecting closed
curve containing precisely one endpoint of e.

•

(See Figure 12.)

This curve is called the triangle associated with the crossing ot
e caused by t.
It is clear that given any middle edge of such a triangle,
the entire triangle can be determined.
outer ·edge £,f, of such a triangle.

Suppose ve are given the

Then f,f, divides the outer

\

\
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polygon into two arcs both ot which have t2 and t, tor endpoints.
One of the arcs contains an even number of the vertices of the
outer polygon, and the other arc contains an odd number of the
vertices of the outer polygon.

f, 1s the vertex which is radially

across :from the middle vertex ot the

odd arc,

8o any edge ot

one

of the triangles determines the entire triangle,. Therefore no tvo
ot the triangles ca». have an edge in common,

j

®

Figure 12
Now let f be an inner edge which crosses the long edge e,

We

note that no inner edge and no edge of the inner polygon was used to
I
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construct the above triangles.

Assume the endpoints of' e are o and

e • Also assume the endpoints ot ~ are r1 and r2• . We note that no
1
inner edge having A(e,) 1 as an endpoint crosses e. We also note
that

any

inner edge which crosses e has one ot its endpoints in the

set (r(e1), A(e1) - 2) and the other in·the set (A(e1), r(e1) - l)J
so ve assume f, €

(A(e,)> r(e;) -1) and 1, €

(r(e,)» A(e;) -2).

r1 ~s i vertices counterclockwise from r( e1) ·- 1,

r,

where O i

be r(A( t2)) - 1 • i% Since O5 i5 m • l, we
observe hat r(A(±,)) - 1 - i is no more than m vertices clockwise
i :ii m - 1.

Let

from r2, 1. e., t is no more than m vertices clockwise from f,»
3
But t1 is at least m + 1 vertices clockwise from r2 since f1t2
crosses e and e bas o, the center of the inner polygon, as one ot
its vertices.

Therefore the edges f,,» F,, and f,f, for a

nonself'intersecting closed curve, which

we

ca.11 the triangle

associated with the crossing of e caused by f.

(See Figure 15.)

Each of' these triangles is constructed of previously unused edgee.
So

none of them. has an edge in camnon with the triangles ve con-

structed for middle edges which cross e,
We claim the triangle formed by the edges 5,,» ,,» and

•

r1:r2 contains precisely one endpoint

of e.

It suffices to sbov that

fsf, and f,f; do not cross e. But f,f; does not cross e because
t2 E ( r( e1) , · A( e1) - 2) and f3 is
:f'rom t2•

Next we

show

:r3r1

counterclockwise from r e1)

iio

more than m vertices clockviae

does not cross e.

f; 1s i verticea

- 1, where O ' 1 ' a • 1.

Si.Dee
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t E ( r( e ) , A( e ) - 2), we know that r( A( t2)) is no more than
1
2
1
m - l vertices counterclockwise tram r(e1) •·l. Therefore t3 •

.

r(A(t )) - l - i is no more than (m - l) + l + 1 • m + 1 Yerticea
2
counterclockwise from r( e1) - lJ. so
ia no more· than (m + 1) • 1

t:,

But t1 E. (A( e1), r( e1) • l)f _

• m vertices counterclockwise from t1•

so f4, does not cross e.

.

Figure

13

Finally we claim that no tvo of these tri&Dgl.es have an edge
in common.

Let f,£2, f2f3» and 44fj be the edges of one_of these

30
triangles, where

1ir2

is the edge which crosses e, f; € (A( e1),

r(e;) -1), and 1% < (r(ej), A(e,) -2).

vertex, , 1s,

vertex, f, 1s

a type 2

edge, f,f, 1s

a type 25 edge, end

We say ±, 1 a type 1

a type 3

r3r1

vertex, f,f» 1s a

is a type 31 edge.

type 12

It is

clear that two of these triangles do not have an edge in common it
both of the triangles have a type l vertex in commonJ tor then the
· type 2 vertices of the two triangles differ ( otherwise the two
triangles would be identical) and

differ.

thus also the type 3

vertices

So the two triangles do not have an edge in common.

Suppose the two triangles A and B have different type l vertices,
say s, and b;»

Then the type 12 edges and the type 51 edges ot the

two triangles differ.

Assume both triangles have identical type 23

edges, ssy 8,f, " ©b,, where a, and b, are type 2 vertices and s,

and b, are

type 5 vertices.

So s» "b, and

a, •

b3•

Since

.81 I-

b1,

we have s; 1s 11.vertices counterclockwise fran r(e1) - lend~ ia
1 vertices counterclockwise from r( e ) •.!.l., where 11 ,J 12•
1
2

8; ~ .

r(A(a,)) -2·1, and b, ·r(A(,)) ·3-1,% +r(As,) ·3 ·12+
So

a,; b3,

a contradiction.

Therefore both triangles have dif-

ferent type 25 edges J so they have no edge at all in conmon.

We

have just proved that none of the triangles have an edge in common.
As a bonus, our construction associates the triangle whose edges

are r(e,)(r(e,) -1), (s(e,) -1)(A(e,) ·1), and (A(e,) -1)r(e,)
with the crossing of e caused by the single edge of the inn.er poqgoa
wldch crosaea e.

~i• ccm.pl.etea tile cue where e is a 10118 edge.
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Suppose e is a short edge.

Then to construct triangles for

the edges which cross e, we use the same construction that we used
above which constructed triangles for edges that crossed a long edge.
This completes the proof.
The proofs of the next two lemmas are 'quite similar to the proofs
I

of' the previous two lemmas.
Lema h#;

Proof:

Saaty's scheme for drawing K,, 1s stable it n

a b4ma,

We define a one-one., onto function A, whose domain and range

are the set of vertices of the drawing of ,, as follows:

if b is

a vertex on the outer polygon, then A(b) is the vertex on the inner
polygon which is m vertices counterclockwise from b; 1f b is a vertex
on the inner polygon, then A(b) is the vertex on the outer polygon

which ism vertices counterclockwise from b.

A diagonal edge i.s an

edge whose endpoints are a and A(a)., where a is
drawing.

any

vertex of' the

'When we sq e is a middle edge, by convention we mean that

e is a middle edge but not a diagonal edge.
We recall that in Saaty's scheme all the diagonal edges "rotate"
in the same direction.

So

no two diagonal edges cross each other.

Let a and A(a) be the endpoints of a diagonal edge, where a is on
the

outer polygon.

We

assume that it a point p travels along this

diagonal edge from a to A(a), then p moves 1a a counterclockwise
direction.

This determiaea once and for all how all the diagonal

edges are drawn,

.,
I
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Let e be the edge to be redrawn.

Part I:

suppose e is a diagonal

Then no other diagonal edge crosses e.

edge.

Let f be a middle

Suppose f has endpoints f1 and t2 where t1
is on the inner polygon and r2 is on the outer polygon. Following

edge which crosses e.

the proof of Lemma 2, it can be shown that the edges f,A(f,),

A(1,)A(1.)» A(t,)1,, and f,f, .4or a nose1fiiitersect±ng closed curve
containing precisely one endpoint of e,

This curve is called the

quadrilateral associated with the crossing of e caused by f.

Again

following the proof' of Lema 2, it can be shown that no two of these
quadrilaterals have an edge
Part II:
crosses e,

in common,

Suppose e is a middle edge.

Let f be a middle edge which

Suppose f' has endpoints f, and t

2

where t1 is on the inner

polygon and t is .on the outer polygon. Following the proof of
2
Lema 2, it can be show that the edges ±,A(±,), A(4,)A(t,), A($5)t%,
and t2r1 form ea nonself'intersecting closed curve containing precisely
one endpoint of e. This curve is called the quadrilateral associated
with the crossing of e caused by f.

Again following Lemma 2, it can

be shown that no two of these quadrilaterals have en edge in common.
Let f be a diagonal edge which crosses the middle edge e.

•

e, and

Let

e, be the endpoints of e, where e, 1s on the· inner polygon and

e is on the outer polygon. Let f' ~d A(t1) be the endpoints of' t,
1
2
where f; is on the inner polygon, By the same argument used in
Lemm9 5, we can show that none

or

the above quadrilaterals uses any

edge having A(e,) as one ot.ita eadpoiata •. Alao the 41agoll&l.

edge
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having A(e,) as one of its endpoints does not cross e, because ita

other endpoint is

er

A(f-)A(e4) 1s an outer edge; and the two middle edges 1j(${)

and A(e )t do not cross because they have the vertex t1 in common.
1 1
So the curve whose edges are ±,A(±-), At,)A(e,), and A(e5)f, form
a nonselfintersecting closed curve.

(See Figure 14.)

It contains

precisely one endpoint of e because no middle edge having A(e,) as
an endpoint meets e.

This curve is called the triangle associated

with the crossing of' e caused by t.

structed of previously unused edges.

Each of these triangles is con=
So none of the triangles has

en edge in common with any of the quadrilaterals.

Also it is clear

that no two of the triangles have en edge in common.

F1gure 1+

5
Part III:
of e.

Suppose e is en inner edge.

Let e and e, be the endpoints
1

We may assume e, is either strictly clockwise from e4, Or' €,

ism vertices clockwise from e,·

e divides the vertices of the inner

polygon into two sets; namely (e + 1., e2 - 1) and (e2 + l, e1 - 1).
1
( e + 11 e - 1) contains i vertices, where l i 1, m - l, and
2
1
(e + l, e - 1) contains 2m • d vertices Ever;y edge which crosses

1
2
e has one ot its endpoints in ( e + 11 e
1

2

- l) ead the other endpoint

±1 (e, 2, s, -1).
Let a E. ( e

a.

+ 1, e - 1). e + l is k vertices clockwise from
2
2
1
Suppose k is even. To the edge a(e, l) we assign the vertex

r( a + ( k/2) ) •

To the

A(a + (k/2) + 1).

edge s(e,

2) we assign the vertex

(See Figure 15.)

the vertex r( a + (k/2) + l).
vertex A( a + (k/2) + 2) •.

To the

edge a(e,

edge a(=,

To the

,>

we, assiga

4) we assign the

Now the process repeats.

For instance,

to the edge a(e, t 5) we assign the vertex r(a + (k/2) +2).
With the edge a(e + l) we assign the vertex
2
A( a + (k - 1)/e). With the edge a(e, 2) we assign the vertex
Suppose k is odd.

edge a(e, 3)

r( a + (k • 1) /2 + l).

With the

A( a + ( k - 1)/2 + l) •

With

r(a + (k -1)/2 + 2).

Now the process repeats.

the edge a(e,

we assign the vertex

4) we assign the vertex
For instance, with

the Dext edge a(e, + 5) ve assign the vertex A( a + (k - 1) /2 + 2) •
Let

t be en edge which crosses

.

e.

Assume f has endpoints t1

and £,, here ±, € (sgl, e» -1) and 1, € (sg l, ·, ·3),
The.

~OTe

conatructioa asaipa a vertex f; of the outer polygon with
j

I

'

1
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the edge r. The edges $,1,» {3» nd f,£, form a nose1±intersecting closed curve containing precisely one

endpoint of e.

We

call

this curve the triangle associated with the crossing of e caused by t.

A(a+(/2) +1)

Figure

15

TO complete the case where e is an inner edge, we must show
that no two triangles have an edge in common.
triangles.

We call a vertex

or

Let A be one of the

A a type l vertex, a type 2 vertex,

or a type, vertex it it is in the set (e1 + l, e2 - l), in the set

(€, l» e, ·l), or on the outer polygon, respectively. We say an
.

.

edge of A ia a ty:pe 12 edge if one of its endpoints is a type l vertex

36
and the other endpoint is a type 2 vertex.

Similarly we define the

type 25 edge end the type 51 edge of' A.

Let 91, 82, and
a triangle A.

a,

be the type l, type 2, and type 5 vertices ot

We observe that if' the perpendicular bisector of'~~

passes through two vertices on the outer polygon., then s, 1s one of'
these vertices.

If' the perpendicular bisector ot a a passes through
1 2

two points p and q on the outer polygon which are not vertices of
the outer polygon., then s, 1s one of four vertices of' the outer polygon; namely, the tour vertices of' the outer polygon which are the

first clockwise or counterclockwise vertices

from p or

q.

With the

'

perpendicular bisector method of locating a, 1n mind, it is clear
that our construction uses no radial edges and no diagonal edges;
for s, and

92

are separated by at least one vertex (i. e • ., a1 ·ce.n

not be adjacent to s, on the inner polygon,

since a48, Crosses

'

e).

.

Suppose two distinct triangles A and B have an edge in common.
Let a,» 8,, and s, be the type l, type .2, and type 5 vertices of A,

respectively.

Let b,» ,» and b; be the type 1, type 2, and type 5

vertices of' B, respectively.

A and B cen not have identical type 12

edges; otherwise A and B would be identical.

Suppose A and B have

identical type 51 edges, 1. e:, 9,3y "jb,· Then s, "b, and s, "3·
Since our construction uses no radial edges and no diagonal edges,

.

91~ is neither of' those kind of' kind of' edges. Therefore s; 1
either strictly clockwise or strictly counterclockwise from A,·
.

If

.

a1a k vertices strictly clockwise (strictly counterclockwise) fro

•

3T

a , let c be the vertex on the inner polygon which is k vertices
1
clockwise (counterclockwise) from a4% Let d = c - land b • c + 1.
From our construction it is clear that c, d, and bare the only
allowable vertices for

92 and b,·

Assume a, is strictly clockwise from s+»

clockwise from a,·

Then s, 1s strictly

In this case we deduce from our construction that

the only allowable vertex for 4, and b, is c, 1% e», 4,"c "b,,
so that A end B are identical, a contradiction.
Assume a, 1s strictly counterclockwise :from °l,•

strictly counterclockwise :trom
1

a,•

In this case we deduce from our

construction that the only allowable vertices tor
h.

Suppose 4, d and b, " h.

Tb.en~ is

82 and b, ere d and

Then the vertex associated with the

edge s,(s, +2) =b,b, is r(A(a,)) + 1 =r(A(b,)) +1.

But b; #

r(A(b,)) +l is the vertex associated with the edge ,,» a contra-=

diction.

If 82 • h sand b, d, then the same argument yields a

contradiction.
So triangles A and B can not have identical. type 31 edges.
Suppose triangles A and B have identical type 25 edges, 1. e,,

9»83 "b»b;» Then s, ·b, and s," ;· @8; is neither a radial
edge nor a diagonal edge. Therefore 4, 1s either strictly clockwise
•

or strictly counterclockwise from

82• It

a,

is k vertices strictly

clockwise (strictly counterclockwise) from a,, let c be the vertex
on the inner polygon which is
from

a,.

it vertices clockvise (counterclockviae)

Let_ d • c - 1 and b c + l%

From our construction it

is clear that c, d, and b are the only allowable nrticea for sj
and b; »

Assume a4 1s strictly clockwise fro ,»
clockwise

from a,· In

Then

8i is strictly

this case we deduce from our construction

that the only allowable. vertices for a1 and b1 are d and h. Suppose
a =hand b1 = d. The relation between the position of the vertex
1
associated with the edge 8)_a and the position of the vertex associated
2
with the edge (a, + 1)s, is completely determined by the first two
steps of our construction (after which repetition occurs).

81. • h

Now

so s, 1s slightly counterclockwise from p, one of the points where
the perpendicular bisector of 81~ intersects the outer polygon.

So

by our construction we deduce that s, 1s an odd number of' vertices

from sy%

So the edge syl» represents the first step of our construction,

where k is odd.

Then ( a1 + 1) 82 represents the first step of. our con=

struction, where k is even.

So

the vertex associated with

(81

+ l)~

=,h> is r(A(a,)) + 1 =rs(A(t,)) +2. But b, /r(A(b,)) +11s the
vertex associated with the edge b»; a contradiction.
get a contradiction if

8i • d end b1

= h.

Assume a is strictly counterclockwise trom 82•
3

strictly counterclocltw1.se trom

8:3•

Then a1 is

In this case we deduce from our

construction that the only allowable vertex for

81.

Similarly ve

8i

and b, 1s c, 1. e.,

c ~ b1, so that A and Bare identical, a contradiction.
triangles A and B can not have identical type 23 edges.
a

So

We have proved that triangles A· and B can not have a type l2 edge,
a type 31 edge, or a type 25 edge in common.

Thia contradicts our

assumption that triangles A and B have an edge 1n common.
angles A and B do not have an edge in

common.

So tri-
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Thus no two of the triangles have an edge in common, which completes the case where e is en inner edge.

Suppose e is an outer edge.

For this case we need only mention

that the outer edges are obtained by stereographic projection of the
inner edges.
This completes the proof of' the lemma.
Lemma 5:

Saaty's scheme for drawing ~ is stable if' n e bm + l, •

Proofs

We assume that the inner polygon is shifted slightly clock-

vise.

Ir f is a diagonal edge with endpoints a and A(a) where a is

on the outer polygon, then we assume that a point p which travels
along f fram.!:.a. tc:KA( a) moves in a counterclockwise direction.
Let e be the edge to be redrawn.

If e is an outer edge, then

construct triangles as in the case n • 4m tor edges which cross e,
If e is an edge of the inner polygon, then only one edge (a long edge)
crosses e and the inner polygon itself is a nonself'intersecting closed
curve containing precisely one endpoint of that long edge.
Part I:

Suppose e is an inner edge.

case n •

4m

Construct triangles as in the

tor other inner edges which cross e,

We noted in Lemma

4

that the above construction uses no radial edges and no diagonal edges.
Note that if' a short edge f with endpoints o and f, crosses e, then

the short edge or(A(r,)) does not cross e. The edges of;; f,8(fj),
A(±,)r(A(f,))> and r(A(f,))o form a nonsel±intersecting curve containing precisely one endpoint of 'e.

(See Figure 16,) This curve is

lo
called the quadrilateral associated with the crossing ore caused
by f.

Ea.ch ot these quadrilaterals is constructed of previously

unused edges.
triangle,

.

So no quadrilateral has an edge in conmon with any

Also no tvo quadrilatera.1.s have an edge in common.

I

•

Figure 16
If a long edge f with endpoints. o and ±, crosses e, then the

1ong edge or(A(r,)) does not cross e. The edges of+, fr(A(t;))»
and r(A(f;))o form a nonsel±intersecting curve containing precisely
one endpoint of e.

This curve is called the triangle associated

vith the crossing of e caused by t.

?'

(See Figure 17.)

Each ot theae

l1
triangles is constructed of previously unused edges.

And no two of

these triangles have en edge in common., So with each crossing of e
we have associated a triangle or quadrilateral.
containing precisely
,

one endpoint of e.

Jo two of these triangles or quadrilaterals have

an edge in common,

I

Figure
Part II:

Suppose e is a middle edge.

triangles as in the case n •
diagonal edges which cross e.

•·

17
Construct quadrilaterals and

4m tor middle edges which cross e and
Let f be a long edge which crosses e.

Assume £ has endpoints o and f,, where f, 1s on the outer polygon»

h2
e is not a radial edge, otherwise no long edge would cross e,

Let

the endpoints of e be e1 end e,, where e1 is on the inner polygon and
e is on the outer polygon. We recall in our construction of tri2

angles for diagonal edges 'Which cross e, that no edge which had

A(e,) as one of its endpoints was used.

In fact, only diagonal edges

and edges which had A(e,) ss one of their endpoints were used.
diagonal edge e2A( e

2

by

)

(The

was not used because it does not cross e.)

Also

the same argument that we used in Lemma 5, we can show that none

of the quadrilaterals uses eny edge having A(e,) as one of its end-

points.

Thus, none of the triangles or quadrilaterals uses any edge

having A(e,) as one of its endpoints.
Now the edge f,A(e,) does not cross e.because of, crosses e and
therefore e and ±+A(e,) "rotate" in the same direction.

So the

edges of}, f,A(es), A(e,)A(f), and A(±,)o form a nonse1±intersecting
closed curve containing precisely one endpoint of e.

(See Figure 18.)

We call this curve the quadrilateral associated with the crossing of
e caused by r.

Each of' these quadrilaterals is constructed of' pre-

viously unused edges.

And it is clear that no two of these qua.dri•

laterals have an edge in common, ·This completes the case where e

is a middle edge. ,
Part

III:

suppose e is a diagonal edge,

Construct quadrilaterals as

in the case n = hm for middle edges which cross e.
no diagonal edge crosses e,

We recall that

Also no quadrilateral baa as one of its

edges a diagonal edge; for it the diagonal edge aA(a) vere used

by-

sane quadrilateral then one of A(s) and A(A(a)) = e is distinct f'roa

l3
a and A( a) , which is not the case.

Therefore our construction as

yet does not use any diagonal edge.

Figure 18
Lett be a long edge with endpoints o and t1 which crosses e,

..

(See Figure 19.)

The edges of',, 4,A(tj), and A(f,)o for a non-

selfintersectiDg closed curve containing precisely' one endpoint of e.
(Note that :r1A( t1) does not cross e because both are diagonal edges.)
We call this curve the triangle associated ¥1th the crossing of e
caused by f.
. unused edges.

Each of these triangles is constructed ot previously'

~ no triangle has en edge in cOllllllOa vit.h urJ' quedri•

lb
lateral.

Also it is clear that no two of' these triangles have an

edge in common.

Figure 12
Part IV:

crosses e,

Suppose e is a long edge.

(See Figure 20,)

Let f be a middle edge which

Construct a triangle for f·as in Lemma

it

can be shown that this triangle

ore,

and also any middle edge of' the

Following the proof' in that lemma,
contains precisely one endpoint

triangle completely determines the triangle;

We remark that an outer

edge f,, of the triangle completely determines the triangle also,
For t

2

3.

and f, divide the outer polygon into two area each of which

45
has r and r for its endpoints. Let e, and o be the endpoints of e.
2
3
Then fl' the third vertex of the triangle, is the vertex 'Which is
radially across from the middle vertex of the arc determined by 4, and

r

3

which contains e •

1

So

any

edge ot the triangle completely deter-

mines the triangle, and therefore no two' triangles can have an edge
in. common.

Figure 20
Let f be a diagonal edge which crosses e,

We note that none of

the triangles above has a radial edge or a diagonal edge tor one of
its edges.

Let the endpoints or ± be f, and A(f,) where f', is on

the outer polygon,

Since two diagonal edge1 4o D.Ot iateraect, tlle
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edses 4,A(±,), A(±,) r(A(r,)), r(A(£,))r(45), and r(5,)4, form a
nonselfintersecting closed curve.

(See Figure 21.)

Now if a point

p travels along f;A(f;) from f; to A(f;), then it moves in a counter-

.

clockwise direction.
clockwise.

Also the inner polygon has been rotated slightly

So the curve above contains precisely one endpoint of e.

We call this curve the quadrilateral associated with the crossing of
e caused by r.

Each of these quadrilaterals is constructed of pre-

vious~ unused edges, so no quadrilateral. has an edge in common with
any triangle.
edge

Also it is clear that no two quadrilaterals have an

ill common.

' 8

F1pure 21

.

'
I
'

7
Let f be an inner edge which crosses e,

in our construction, for the long edge
edge.

e.,

We note that so

tar

we have not used any inner

The vertex o is slightly displaced from the center of the

.

inner polygon.

For the moment we do not consider inner edges which

cross e and have r(e ) - las one of' their endpoints.

It this is
1
the case, then we observe that since t crosses e one ot the endpoints
of f is in the set (r(e )., A(e ) - l) and the other endpoint of f is

1

1

in the set (A(es), r(e,) ·2). Let the endpoints or r be ±', and f%,
where ±± €

(A(e,)> r(e,) -2) and 1% € (r(e,), A(e,) -2).

r, •

t, "

r(e ) -·. .1 - 1., where l ~ 1 :ii m - 1. Let
r(A(f'2)) - 1. Using
1
exactly the same argument that we used in Lemme 5, we can· show that
the edges f,f,, f,f3, and ff, form a nonsel±intersecting closed

curve containing precisely one endpoint of e.

( See Figure 22.)

We

call this curve the triangle associated with the crossing of' e caused
by f.

Each of these triangles is constructed of' previously unused,

edges, namely inner edges.

Again using exactly the same argument

that we used in Lemma 5, we can show that no two or these triangles
have an edge in common,
It remains to consider those inner edges which cross e and have

r(e,) -a
•

as one of' their endpoints.

We note that no inner edge

having r(e ) - las one of its endpoints has yet been used. Also
1
neither of the edges of the inner poi.ygon having r(e,) 1 as one
of their endpoint, have been used yet.

Let f 'be an inner edge which

crosses e and has r(e,) ·1 as one of its endpoints.

Let ; and f,
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Figure 22

be the endpoints of t.
A(ey) -1).

Then f1 • r( e1) - l and t2 E. ( r( el) + 1,

Let t% =r(A(t,)).

Then £, € (A(e;) +1, r(e;) -1).

So f3 is strictly counterclockwise from e1• The
middle edge.

edge.

t2 is strictly clockwise

trom e1J

edge e,f, 1s then a

so e1t2 is a middle

suppose f, is k vertices counterclockwise from e,, where

l ~ k ~ m - l.

Let

ti,:

be the vertex. on t}?.e outer polygon which ia

k vertices counterclockwise from

r_,.

(See Figure 23.)

Then ±, 1s

m • k vertices counterclockwise from f,, where 1 m ·k m ·l%

So f4f, and £,f,, are middle edges.

The only time ve used middle

9
edges in our construction so far (for edges which cross the long edge
e} was when a middle edge crossed e.

But in that case we used neither

the edge f,,, nor the edge f,f} for otherwise the edge e,f; would
cross e or. the edge e1t2
contradictions.

VC?111d cross e, respectively,

both of which

are

I

Figure
So the edges fjf»» T»f,

•

23

.
1415, and 4,f5 form a nonsel£inter-

secting closed curve containing precisely one endpoint of e.

We

call this curve the quadrilateral associated with the crossing of e

caused by f.

Each of these quadrilaterals is constructed. of pre-

50
viously unused edges.

It is clear that no two of these qusdri-

laterals have an edge in common.
Finally let f be the edge of the inner polygon which
f has endpoints

re,) and r(e,) -

crosses e,

The only time that ve used

1.

diagonal edges or radial edges in our construction so far ( tor

edges

which cross the long edge e) was when a diagonal edge crossed e.
But we did not use the quadrilateral whose edges

are e,A(e,),

A(e,)r(A(e,)), r(A(e,))r(e,), and r(e,)e, because neither or the two
diagonal edges of that quadrilateral cross e.

In particular the edges

r(e,)r(A(e,)) and A(e,)r(A(e,)) have not been previously used in our
construction for edges which cross the long edge e.

Now A(e,)(r(e;) -1)

is an inner edge with r{ e ) - l as one of its· endpoints. We note that
1
this edge has not yet been used in our construction (because its other
endpoint is A(e)).
Let Q be the quadrilateral whose edges are (r(e1) - l)r(e1),

r(e,)r(A(e;)), r(A(e,))A(e,), and A(e,)(r(e,) ·1).

(see Figure 2.)

We associate this quadrilateral with the edge (r(e1) • l)r(e1).
Q is a nonseltintersecting closed curve.

endpoint of e.

It contains precisely one

Also none of the edges of Q have been previously

used in our construction,
With every edge which crosses e, we have associated a triangle or

.

quadrilateral which contains precisely one endpoint of e.

No two

of these triangles or quadrilaterals have an edge in common.

Thie

completes the case where e is a long edge.
Suppose e is a short edge.

Thea to construct triangles and

(

Figure 2
quadrilaterals for the edges which cross e, ve use the same construction that we used above which constructed triangles and quadri-

laterals f'or edges that crossed a long edge.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 6:
Proofs

Saaty's scheme tor drawi:ag ~ is stable •

Lemma 2, Lemma

3,

Lemma

4,

.

and Lenma 5,

III.

A PARTIAL CONVERSE FOR THE CONJECTURE

We begin by proving three lemmas. .

7&

Lemma

It D is a minimal drawing of' a graph G then no edge crosses

itself.

Proof:

Let the edge ab cross itself at c.

leading from c.

There are tour lines

If we start at a and travel along edge ab, these

four lines will be ordered from l to l+ by the order in which we

encounter them in our Journey.

Now if we proceed from a to c and

then go directly to b along line +, we will reduce the crossing
number by at least one, a contradiction,

Lemma 8:

If D is a minimal drawing of

a

graph G then no pair of' edges

with a vertex in common Cross,
Proof:

Suppose ab end ac intersect at d •. The unique path from a to

d along edge ab crosses over m edges.

The unique path from a to d

along edge ac crosses over n edges,
We mq suppose m i n.

Redraw the portion of ac between a and.

d along the portion of' ab between a and d.

Of the two vqa to do this,

choose the one which eliminates the crossing d.
Now the number of crossings has' bee reduced by at least one, a
contradiction.
Lema Q:

If D is e minimal drawing of a graph G then no pair of edges

2

53
can cross more than once.
Proof:

Suppose edges ab end cd intersect ate and f.

path from e to

r

along ab crosses over

m

edges.

The

The unique

unique path

from e to f along cd crosses over n edges.
We may suppose m ~ n.

Redraw the portion ot cd between e and t

along the portion of ab between e and f.

Of the two ways to do this,

choose the one which eliminates the crossing e.
Now the number or crossings hes been reduced by at least one,
a· contradiction.

A drawing D of a graph G is said to be normal if' no edge crosses
itself, no pair of edges with a vertex in common Cross, and no pair
¢

of edges cross more than once.

Although most papers on crossing

numbers assume it is sufficient to restrict attention to normal draw=
ings of graphs, the author has not seen a proof of this.

The above

three lemmas show that it is iadeed sufficient to restrict attention
to normal drawings, since a minimal drawing is normal.
an algorithm which changes
Theorem 10:

any

Below we give

drawing of G i:a.to a normal one.

Any drawing D of a graph G can be altered to a normal

drawing of G, i. e%, given D there exists another drawing of G which

is normal and does not have more crossings than D.
Proof:

If' Eis any drawing of G having an edge ab which crosses

itself' at c, then the procedure we followed in the proof of Lemma 7
·'

allows us to redraw E to eliminate the croaaing c and at the same
time reduce the total number of crossings,

If E is any drawing.of O
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having a pair of edges ab and ac with a vertex in common such that
ab and ac cross at d, then the procedure we followed in the proof of
Lemma 8 allows us to redraw E to eliminate the crossing d and at
If' Eis any

the same time reduce the total number of crossings.
drawing of

G

having a pair of edges

ab

and cd which cross each other

ate and t, then the procedure we followed in the proof of Lemma 9
allows us to redraw E to eliminate the crossing e and at the same
time reduce the total number of crossings.

Therefore it is possible to formulate an algorithm for changing

r.

any drawing of G into a normal. drawing of G. The following tlov

chart illustrates such an algorithm.

I

I

~

I
l

(-

l%

Start with D.

2.

If an edge crosses itself go to 5; otherwise go to ,

5%

Redraw

the graph to remove the crossing and go

to 2,

4. If a pair of edges with a vertex in common cross

go to 5;

otherwise go to 7.

5.

Ir

a pair of edges with no vertex 1n common cross more than once

go to

}J

otherwise go to 6.

6. The drawing is normal.
Each time the graph is redrawn, the total number of crossings

is reduced.

So the process must end in a finite number of steps,

This completes the proof.
A normal drawing of G is nob always minimal, but it is in some

sense a standardized drawing.

)
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We can now prove a partial converse for the conjecture.
Theorem 1l:

Ir Dis a stable drawing, then it is not possible to

redraw a pair of edges of D with a vertex in common to reduce the
number of crossings.
Suppose it is possible to redraw two edges m and n of D which

Proof':

have a vertex in common so that there are fewer crossings.

'We my

assume m and n do not cross; otherwise by the methods of Lenma 8 itis possible to redraw either morn to reduce the number of crossings,
a contradiction.
Let m and n of' D be redrawn so that there are fewer crossings.

Denote the new drawing by D'.
m and n.

Denote by m' and n' the redrawing of

We may assume that m' end n' do not cross.

Otherwise by

the methods of Lemma 8 we may redraw them so that they do not cross.
We may also assume that m and n cross m end n' a finite number of
times.

Denote the endpoints of m and m' by a and b.

endpoints of' n and n' by a

Denote the

and c,

Superimpose the drawing of edges m end n on the drawing of edges
m' and n'.

The plane along with this drawing will be called E.

a 2-cell with points, edges, and regions,

•

E is

(We consider the unbounded

region to be a region, and the "inside" of the unbounded region is
the unbounded region.)

/

If' m does not.cross n' and n does not cross m', then it is possible,

to redraw either m to m! or n to n' to reduce the number of crossings
in D,·a contradiction.

Otherwise m crosses n' or n crosses m',

Assume the following lemma, which will be proven later.
Lemma:

If m crosses n', or n crosses m', then there 1a a region of

E which is bounded by two edges:

one of them is an arc of m or n,

the other is an arc of m' or n'.

Also b and c are not on the

boundary of the region,

Let R be the region guaranteed by the lemma.

Lets be the edge

of R which is an arc of m or n; let t be the edge of R which is an arc
of m' or n' •
1ng D.

Let

Let

t be

s be

the number of edges which cross s in the draw-

the number of edges which cross t in the drawing D'.

Also let x and y be the common endpoints of a and t.

Either x or y is a crossing, say x.

(x-/- y.)

Ir s> E, then in D we

can redraw the arc of morn, represented bys, along the path represented by t.

This enables us to redraw either m or n in D to reduce

the number of crossings, a contradiction.

Otherwise, s st.

In this case redraw in D' and in E the arc

of m!' or n', represented by t, along the path represented by s.

The

new m' ( or n') will still be referred to as m! ( or n') •
This enables us to,reduce the number of crossings between m, n
end m', n',
Repeat the process until m, n and m', n' do not cross.

Then we

can redraw either m to m' or n to n•·to reduce the number o crossings

inn, a contradiction.
So it is not possible to redraw two edges m and n of D with a
vertex in common to reduce the number of' crossings

We now prove the lemma.

Lemma 12:

It m crosses n', or n crosses m', then there is a region or

E which is bounded by two edges:

ore of them is an arc,of m or n,

the other is an arc of m' or n•.

Also band care not on the boundary

of the region.
Proof:

Let us call the desired region a basic region.

that m crosses
Part I:

We may suppose

n',

Superimpose the drawing of edge m on the drawing of edge n' •

The plane along with this drawing will be called F.

F is a 2-cell with

points, edges, and regions.
We claim that F has a basic region,

For suppose not.

The regions (or region) which contain endpoints b and c have
an edge (or two edges) dangling from the boundary into the interior.

I
I
I

If a region R has one (or both) of these dangling edges in its interior

then we do not consider it (or them) to be part of the boundary"

or R.,

Also we agree that a basic region has no edges dangling in its interior.
Neither

or

the points b or c can be on the boundary of any region.

The point a has precisely to distinct edges emanating from it in F.
So if a-is on the boundary of some region R, then no other edge can
0

emanate from a (not counting the two edges forming part of' the
boundary of R).

.

-

If an arc crosses the boundary of a region it must

do so at a vertex of' the boundary»

..

No region of F can be bounded by one edge, otherwise m or n!
vould interaect itself.

At most one region of F can be bounded by two edges.

R were such a region, Then the
the l-skeleton of

edges

of R.

s

must be connected since

boundary of R

F is connected.

For suppose

Let s and t be the two bounding

.

'

and t have a common endpoint x.

Let y be the other

endpoint of s end let z be the other endpoint of t,
otherwise m or n' would intersect itself,

x#y and x # z

Soy = z

s and t can not both be arcs of m ( or n'); otherwise two arcs of
n' (or m) would cross the boundary of R, which is impossible.

mey assume that s is an

arc of' m

and that t is an arc of n'.

Since we assumed there is no basic

of R.

the dangling edge is x.

region, R must

contain a

Sey the dangling edge with endpoint b

dangling edge in its interior.
is in the interior

We may

assume that the other endpoint of

Sox is a crossing and an edge which is an

arc of' n' must lie inside R with one of its endpoints at x.

other endpoint of this edge can not be x.
then

R

The

Also it can not bey, since

would not be a region.

So

edges.

every region bounded by two edges contains both of the dangling
Thus there is at most one region bounded by two edges.

At most two regions of F can be bounded by three edges.
suppose-

R

is

a

region bounded by three edges.

be connected since

the l-skeleton of

u be the bounding edges of R,
y be

We

The

For

boundary of R must

Fis connected.

Let s, t, and

.
s and t have a common endpoint x.

Let

the other endpoint of sand let z be the other endpoint oft.

xyy end x # z, otherwise m or n' would intersect itself%
y"z.

Let v and v be the endpoints of u.

Suppose

Since the boundary of R
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is connected we mey asswne Y' • v.

Then v Iv, otherwise morn'

would intersect itself.

Also w # x, for in this case no region can be

bounded bys, t, and u.

Finally u can not be a dangling edge, other-

wise R would be bounded by two edge's.

Therefore Y'
v =x,

I

z.

Now the boundary of R 1s connected.

suppose

u can not be a dangling edge, otherwise s, t, and u would
We have showed that w v, Also w # y,

bound no region at all

otherwise t would be a dangling edge end. R would be bounded by two ·
edges.

w , z, otherwise s would be a dangling edge and R would be

bounded by two edges,

So v # x.

Since the boundary

Similarly w # x.

of R is connected, we may assume

have shown that w # v and w # x.

v • z. We

u can not be a dangling edge,

otherwise s, t, and u would bound no region.

Therefore w • y.

So s has endpoints x end y; t has endpoints x end z; u has
endpoints y and z.
two regions.
s:

I
I

(In fact the boundary of Risa Jordan curve.)

s, t, and u can not all be a.res of ( or n') J otherwise three

arcs of n' (or m) would cross the boundary of R, which is impossible.

(

I

f =2 ·v+ e=2 ·5+5=2; i, e,, R forms

Suppose s is an arc of m and t, u are a.res of n',
m must cross the boundary' of R at z.

•

Then an arc of

The portion of this arc inside

R can not recross the boundary of R at z, · otherwise m would cross '.: :"_

itself.

The portion of this arc inside R can not cross the boundary-

of Rat a point other than z, otherwise R would not be a region.

r

I

(

Thus the arc terminates inside R at b, so R contains a dangling edge.
The other possibility is that s is an arc of n' and t, u are
arcs of ,

Then R contains the dangl ing edge having c aa one of its
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endpoints.

So every region bounded by three edges contains a dangling edge.
Thus there a.re at most two regions bounded by three edges.
Observe that in F'
v-2•f'

v =2 + f
2 =2+f ·e+f
e = 2f.

l

The average number of bounding edges per region is

2(e -22_r-b#,,,±,

r

r

f

f

+

l

Suppose there is

a'

region of F which is bounded by two edges,'

Then it is the only region bounded by two edges, and there is ' no region
bounded by three edges»
Then the average number of bounding edges per region is greater
than or equal to

(r -1) +2, .£.3
t

t

,

!

a contradiction.

Suppose there is no region of F which is bounded by two edges.

i

I.

I

.

.

Then there a.re at most two regions bounded by three edges •
So the average number of bounding edges per region is greater
than or equal to

4(f -

r

I

2) +

r

a contracliction.
Thus F hes a basic . region.

(2)(3). 4

2

"F·
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Part II:

ot F.

Let R be the basic region of F.

Let s and t be the two edges

Denote the common endpoints of s end t by x and y.

'b and c are in the exterior of R.

( x .} y.)

We may suppose s is an arc ot m

and t is an arc of n'.

suppose x ~ a and y

#

a.

Then a is in the exterior of R.

m' has endpoints a and b both of which are in the exterior of R.
can not cross t.

m'

If m' does not cross s, then the lines m, m', and

n' form· a basic region, namely R. ; 'Suppose m crosses s at tr

Since

both endpoints of m' are in the exterior of R, there is an arc t18i_

s1 is a point

of m' in R where

on s,

The

arc t1g1 of m' and the

arc f,g, of s dete:nnine a region Bi contained

in R.

If' m' does not cross the arc t 8i of s, then the lines m, m', and
1
n' form a basic region, namely R1• Suppose m' crosses the arc,

(

t

t ~ of s, at t • · Since both endpoints ot m' are in the exterior
2
1
or Ri, there· is an arc t2~ o.t m' in Bi where .82 is a point on the
arc $,g, of s. The arc f%&, of m' and the arc 1,&, of s determine
a region R, contained in R,·
Continue in this manner.

(

~

l

I

I
(

(

Since m' crosses ma finite number of

.times, we eventually get a region R, contained in R 'Which is bounded
by one arc of' m' or n' and by one arc of m.

n has endpoints a and c both of which are in the exterior of
Ri.

n can not cross m,

produce a region

ot m' or n!and
namely R; 4 j°

Rt

+J

By the same · argument we used above, we

contained in Rq which is bounded by one arc

by one arc of m or n.

So

E baa a basic region,
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Suppose x = a.

Let u be a point on m' which is near a, i% e%,

the arc au or m' crosses nothing.

If u is in the exterior or R,

then both the endpoints of the arc ub of m' are in the exterior of R •

.

Proceeding exactly as before, we obtain a region R, contained in R
which is bounded by one arc of m! or n' and by one arc of' m.

If

u is in R, then the arc ub of m' has one endpoint in R and the other

endpoint in the exterior of R.

So the arc ub of m' must cross s.

Traveling along the arc ub of m' from u · to b, let v be the point
Extend the arc uv of m'

where the arc ub of m' first crosses s,
slightly at v,

Denote the endpoint of this extension by w, 1. e.,

the. arc vw of m' crosses nothing.

Let R; be the region bounded

the arc av of m' and the arc av of s.

by

Then ~ is contained in R;

also the endpoints of the erc wb of' m' are in the exterior of' Rend
in the exterior of R1•

Now proceeding as before,

R, contained in R1 (and thus contained

we obtain a region

in R) which is bounded. by

one arc of m' or n' and by one arc of m,
Once again, using exactly the same argument as above, we pro
duce a region Ri

+ J

contained in

Rt

of m • or n'.and by one arc of m or n.
I

1.
1'

which is bounded by one arc
So E has a basic region,

namely R; 4 j°
In all cases, E has a basic region.

[
Corollary

r
(

l

(
I

13: ·

In the schemes of Zarankiewicz and Saaty it 1a not

possible to redraw two edges with a vertex in common to reduce the
number of crossings.·

Theorem 1, Theorem 6, and Theorem 11,

Proof:

As ha.a been mentioned in the introduction, the author believes
that Theorem 11 can be extended to the complete converse tor the
conjecture, thereby solving the crossing number problem tor~ and

Sa,+

I

I

l

I
\

g

{

'

(

j

(
,
I
i,

,
I
t

l ,

I

(

.

...

..

.

.

'
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IV.

RECTILINEAR DRAWING S

In this chapter we prove
(

Theorem 14:

\

ot rectilinear crossings:

I

Kn can be drawn rectilinearly with. the following nwnber

7a - 56° +

144n2

~

144n

it n • 6m-:

+ 144n2

-

112n + 17

1:1' D • 6m + 1

'KB2

I

l

7n4 - :?_§n3

f

p

- 26n3

+ 144n2
T32

-

128n + 16

if

T

- 26n3

+ 144n2

-

144n + 81

11' n •

2
7 - 56° + 144n
Ti32

-

112n - 64

it n • 6m + 4

7

-

128n +

Ti32

i

I

\
l

,,

l

(

, I

Proof:

I

i

,

l

i32

+ 2

6m + 5

27

if n • 6m + 5 •

We give a scheme which realizes these numbers.

Suppose n =.5k.

triangles Ti., l =a i

r
t

- ~n3 + 144n2

:ii

'rhe scheme

Form k nested concentric equilateral
'

I·

6m

Ti32

1s as follows.

(

D •

'

k.

Denote the vertices or the innermost triangle T1by vi, v2, and

•

Y4·

Denote the center

or T, by o.

Then the points o and v, form

I

the rq r ; the points o end v2 torn\ the rq r2a the points o and
1

(

v form the r,q r • Adjust each triangle ao that one of its vertices
3
3
lies on r , one of.its vertices lies on r2, and one or its vertices
1
. lies on r,. starting Yith T , each ot the odd triangles ia rotated

t
f1

I

-{

3

64

65

f

I
(
l

r

I

l

('

I

,

Figure
slightly clockwise.

25

We do this so ~at Ti+ 2 is rotated slightlyStarting vith T4, each ot

I

more clockwise than Ti, where i is odd.

f

the even triangles is rotated slightly counterclockwise.

r

so that T + 2 is rotated slightly more counterclockwise than Ti,
1
where i is even. Let T, be a triangle vith vertices x1, ~, and X,

We do this

where ~ is near r , ~ is near r2, and X, is near r,· We sq ~
1
is a type l vertex, ~ is a type 2 vertex, and x, 1s a type 5 vertex.
Finally with Ti as above, 2, 1, k, we also arrange ao

that the

I

triangle ,V»Y; contains all the type 1 vertices of I,» 35 js 1 ·1j

66
the triangle X-"{Y; contains all the type 2 vertices of I,»
l ~ J ~ i - l; and the triangle ~ v v2 contains all the type
1

l

3

vertices of I» 1s j 5 i -1,

\

I

Now connect every pair of vertices with a straight line.

'This is

our scheme for drawing £,, rectilinearly;

Suppose I,, 'Jg» • • ·, "q have been drawn.

We calculate the

number of crossings added when we annex triangle Ti +

r

(From now

on, when we sq "crossing" we mean "rectilinear crossing".)

Let

I'4 4 j have vertices q.» 5,» and x; which are type l, type 2, and

{

type 5 vertices, respectively.

(

if one of its vertices is a type i vertex and its other vertex is a

I

type j vertex.

We sq an edge is a type 1j edge

Let us count the total number of crossings on.all

edges emanating from

Xi• We divide these crossings into

Let e be a type 12 or a type 15 edge with

'

(

1

t,

I

Xi.

four classes.

as one of its endpoints.

If' e crosses a type 12 edge or a type 15 edge we get a class A crossing.

If e crosses a type 22 or a type 33 edge we get a class B

crossing. Now let e be a type 11 edge with
points.

Xi

as one of its end-

If' e crosses a type 12 edge or a type 15 edge we get a

class C crossing.

crossing.

If e crosses a type ll edge we get a class D

The total number of crossings on all edges emanating from

x1 is the total number of class

A, cl&ss B, class

c,

and class D

crossings.
We count the total number of class

A

crossings as follows

calculate the number of class A crossings on the edge having endpoints x, and the type 2 vertex ot

triangle 'I.J add the

number of

1
{
j
l

l

j

t

I
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!
type A crossings on the edge having endpoints

Xi end the type 2

vertex of' triangle Ti_ 11 add the number of class A crossings on
the edge having endpoints ~ and the type 2 vertex of the triangle

I(

T

1

_

2

; continue in this manner; finally add the number of class A

crossings on the edge having endpoints X;i. end v2• :Because of' symmetry,
we multiply by 2 to get the total number of' class A crossings.

I

I'

The total number or class A crossings is 2(1 + 21 + 31 t ••• + 4F)
= 12(1 + 1).

\

We count the total number of' class B crossings in the following
manner.

.1

Observe that the number of crossings between type 22 edges

and type 12 edges is equal to the number of crossings between type 35

edges and type 25 edges.

4
(•

The total number of' class B crossings equals

the total number of crossings resulting from a type 22 edge crossing
a type 12 edge and a type 55 edge crossing a type 15 edge.
,,.
~

So the

total number of' class B crossings equals the total number of crossings

(

resulting from a type 355 edge crossing a tn,e 23 edge and a type 335

t

edge crossing a type 15 edge.

(

number of crossings resulting from a type 55 edge crossing a type 15

'1

edge or a type 25 edge.
We do this as f'ollowss

#

~

•

So it suffices to count the total

first calculate the total number of

crossings resulting f'rom a type 15 edge or a type 25 edge crossing all

j

i

the type 35 edges having x as one endpoint. (This number happens
3
to be (1 - 1) + (1-- 2) + ••• + 2 + l%) Next add the total number
of crossings resulting froma a type 15 edge or a type 25 edge crossing

,I

I
I
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all the type 55 edges having the type 5 vertex of triangle Ti as

(This number happens to be (1 - 2) + (1 - 3) + •••

one endpoint.
+ 2 +l.)

Next add the total number of crossings resulting trom a

type 13 edge or a type.25 edge crossing all the type 55 edges having

the type 3 vertex of triangle I',, 1 as one endpoint.

(
I

I

happens to be (1 -5) + (i - 4) + ••• + 2 + l.)
manner.

(This number

Continue in this

.

The total number of class :B crossings is

)

[ ( 1 - l) + ( 1 - 2) + • • ,+ ~ + l]

4

l

)

l

,

+ [(1 - 2) + (1-- 3) + •• ~+ 2 ~ l].
+ [(i -

3) + (1 • 4) + ••• +

+ ••• +

[3 + 2

2+1]

+ l] + [2 + l] + [l]

4

f

=

1(1 - 1) ··+ (i - l)(i • 2) + (i - 2)(1 - 3) + •
2

2

2

·

4)(3)
• • + {2

4 £2)(=2 4 f22

2

s

2

.4+ -3lf±+n) •

,
We count the total number of class C crossings as follows:
calculate the number of class C crossings on the edge having end-

f

points x, and the type l vertex or triangle Ti_ 1J add the number ot
class C, crossings on the edge having endpoints x, and the type 1
'

'

vertex of triangle Ti_ 2; add the number of class C crossings on
A

7

the edge having endpoints

Xi and the· type

l vertex of triangle Ti -

3

continue in this manner; finally add the number of class C crossings
.on the edge having endpoints

Xi

and v1•

The tiobal number of class C crossings is ( 1 + l) + 2( 1 + 1)
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+ 31 +

l) + • • • + ( 1 • 1)

a

(

1 - 1) 21 ( 1 + 1) •

We count the total number ot class D croaainga.

Suppose 111

even.

I
1
~-

1

,l

\'

'

,1

'r
(j
I:-

r)
l ,

j ('
-~ i

,•

..

Figure 26

~

Figure 26.1.is a di~torted view

r

'I

1 • 8.
x

1

of the clockwise side of r1 tor

we count the number ot class D croesiDga oa each edge

as an endpoint and thea

ot claea

D Cl'OBSiDgl ii

■Wll all

h&Ting

these 11Wllber1. · The total aumber

7o
(·1 - 3) + ( 1 - 4) + 2( i -5)+21 - 6) + 3( 1 - 7) + 3( 1 - 8)
+ ••• + ( 1 ;

4) (3)

+ ,\ i ;

4) (2)

+ ( 1 ; 2) (l)

+ ( 1 ; 2 ) (0)
= (21 - 7) + 2(21 - 11) + 3(21 - 15) + ••• + ( 1 ;

4)

(5)

1 - 2
2

->]
J=l. aa-3---'·2
2

•

Suppose 1.-1a odd.

, .

!

;

I

Figure

27
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Figure 27 is a distorted view ot the counterclockwise side ot

7. The total number of class D crossings ia

r, for 1 •

(1 • 3) + (1 - 4~ + 2(1 - 5) ·+ 2(1 • 6) + • •• + ( 1 ~
+ ( 1 ;

5 )

(3) + ( 1 ; ' ) (2) +

l 1 ~ ')

• (21 - 7) + 2(21 - 11) + 3(21 • 15) + • • •

+ (
i

1 ;

3)

5) (i.)

( l)

+ ( 1 ~ 5)

(7)

(3)

-2
2

->

J(21 • 3 • 4J)

a

(1 - 3)(1 • 1)(21 --1)

e7

J = l

•

If 1 is even; then the total number of crossings on all edges

1

I

I

emau.ting from x, 1s
i(± + 1) + (i - 1)1(1 + 1) + (1 - 1)1(1 + 1) + (1 - 2)1(21

2

6

e

-5)

i

I

•

1413 + 512

B

-

21

•

.

If 1 is odd, then the total number ot croas1nga oa all edgea

emanating from Xi is

i@+ 3) +± -32f+ ) 4 +·3)Ms +a)
(i - 3)(1 -

elf

1)(21 -1)

•

1413 + 512

B

-

21 - l

·

We now count the total number of crossings which are the result

ot an edge e crossing an edge t., where one ot the endpoints ot e
1a x ., and one ot the endpoints ot tis~ or
1

X,•

AIJ before theae

croaaings are divided iato tour classes.
The number of such crossings ix css A 1a 2(1 + 1

+ • • •. + 1)

I
1

l

·1

I

I

I
I
f

I

I
I .
I
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The number of such crossings in cla•• Bia 1 + 2 + 3 +.

+ (1 -

• •

1) • (1 • 1)1
2

' •.

The number of such crossings ia class C isl+ 2 + 5 + , •

•

+ (1 - 1) .• (1 - 1)1 •.
2

There are no such crossings in class D., since each croaaiag iA
class Dis the.result of' two type 11 edges crossing.
The total number ot such crossings ia
21° + (1 • 1)1 + (1 - 1)1 • ,12
2

•

1.

2

Therefore., if 1 is evea., the total number of crossings added
when we annex triangle I, 4 ; 3®

f 1u® + 51® -a± - (31° - ±)] ,4 2 31? - 4)

3L

- 4213

8

-

.

2

2112 + 61
8
•

If' 1 is odd., the total number

ot croaainga added whea ve um.ex

triangle 'I, 4 j 1s

[141° +gi® -21 -1 -(1?- :)].4 2 (Bi® - :9
3

·

·4213
-

-

8

.

2112 + 61
8

If n =6m, there are n = 2m triangles,
crossings is

2

3

Bo the total number of

l

f

, w

I

4

I
j
I
I
I

n »l

6

2
J • l

n

'6

%

I

2(2j - 1)3

-

21(2j - 1)2

144n2

-

144n

•

I

7n4

-

56ns

+

432

.

>

I
I

42(2J)3

-

42(2J -

1)3

21&2J)2

-

•

I

a

t

+

the total

6(2J)

7n4

-

56n3 + 144n2

i32

-

21(2j

8

-1)°+ 6(2j - l) - 3

144n + 81,

Let p be a point not on a liner.

t

through

p which is perpendicular to r.

point on s which is as far

•

%

Lets be the line passing
Let p' I, p be the unique

from r aa pis.

p' is the reflection ot

Consider the vertices which are staggered on both sides or r2~

.

Let each vertex be replaced by its reflection.
been reflected.

f

So

J = 1

y

y

•

;

'

I

6(2j ·1) ·2

3

number of crossings is

f

I .

.

+

If n = 6m + 5, there are n • 2m + l trianglea.

I

I

8

J • l

We Be.¥ that r, has

Similarly we define the reflection ot r a.ud r~•
1

Note that it r1, r2,·r , or any.combinatiOA ot them ia reflected
3
thea. the total aumber ot croaainga remaiu unchanged.

7l
Suppose n • 6m

t

1

I
I
I

II

I

the outermost triangle. Remove x, and X,J then reflect r2•
the scheme for n = 6m
.

Thia 11

+ 1%

We calculate the number or crossings on edges having x1 as one

endpoint.

Let i = n -1,

5

The number ot class A crossings is the same as before except we
subtract the 21° crossings which were removed as a result ot ~ and

. X, being removed; 1. e., the number of'. class

A crossings is 12(1 + l)

>24 = 4(1 -1).

The number ot class B crossings is
.,. 2( _ [(1 - 3) + (1 - 4) + (1 - 5) + ••• 2 + l]

>

t

I.

construct a scheme tor this case in the

where x,» x , and x ere the type l, type 2, and type 5 vertices ot
3
2
·
•

i

f

We

Arrange 6m + 5 vertices as in the original scheme,

following manner.

l

+ l%

+ [(i -

5) ·+

+ [(i -

7)

+ [5 +

4

(1 -

+ {1 -

6)

+ ••• + 2 + l]

8) + •

• • + 2 + l] + •

+ 5 + 2 + l] + [5 + 2 + 1]+ []

• (1 - 2)1(21 12

• •
)

5) • .

The number of class C crossings is the same as betore except we
subtract· the (1 - 1)1 crossings which we removed as a result ot removing
2

~ and

JC_,J 1. e., the number of class C

( i - 1) 1( i + 1)

2

• · ( i - 1) :l •
2

{1 -

The number ot class D crossings is

(±-e)(@+
·2 .•
. ' 2

crossings is

2

1) 12

•

the- same

as before; namely,
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The total number of crossings on edges having ~ as one end-

I

point is

i(±-1) +{1-221fe1 -2)

{± -1)°

l2

l

•

1413

-

2112 + 101

8

2

+

(1.-al1(21 -22

2

•

If n • 6m + l, the total number or crossings is

7(n - 1)4
+ 14 ( n

56(n - 1)° + 11+4(n - 1)2

-

3 1)

32

3

=

-

144(n - l)
I

2
_ 21 ( n ; 1 )

'

.. 7n4

~

+ 10 { n ; l )

8

5§n3 + 144n2

~-

112n + 17 ·•

E52

The proof's of' the remaining three cases are similar to the proof
of the case n = 6m + l.

Therefore for these last three cases ve

only indicate the scheme for arranging the vertices.
Suppose n = 6m +

4. · Arrange 6m

scheme, where x1; ~-' and

x_,

r,•

6 vertices as in the original.

are the type 1, type 2, and type 5

vertices or the outermost triangle.

I

+

Remove~ and

X,J

then reflect

This is the scheme for n = 6m + 4.
Suppose n • 6m + 2.

Arrang~ 6m + 3 vertices as in the original

scheme; where 5,» ,» and x, are the type 1, type 2, and type 5

tI

I

I

,

vertices of the outermost triangle.'. Remove x,} then reflect r •
1
This is the scheme for n • 6m + 2,
Suppose n • 6m + 5,

Arrange

6m·+ 6 vertices as in the original

scheme, where p.» 5,» and x, are the type l, type 2, and type 3
i

vertices ot .the outermost triangle.

Remove

X,J

then reflect ,·

\

I
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This is the scheme for n = 6m + 5,
This completes the proof.
We note that each of the polynomials is assymptotic to

7a n

~ - 61 2 • ..
1
Thia compares with n4 which is the conjectured assymptotic
~

behavior of the crossing number of' Kn [ 6].
The scheme we have presented above is actually a refinement of
a scheme suggested to the author by Herbert Wilt.
Wilf's scheme for drawing
suppose n • 3k.

Below we describe

J<ii rectilinearly~

As before we construct concentric equilateral

triangles Ti, 1 :a i ~ k, where each of the vertices of each of the
triangles is on one of the rays 1j» T,» 9 I,·

This time all of the

triangles T1, 3 ~ 1 :a k, ere rotated slightly clockwise. We do this
in such a way that ", + 1 is rotated slightly more clockwise then
Ti, 2 ~ 1 ~ k - 1.

This is Wilt's scheme, and the author calculated

that Wilt's scheme for drawing

(n - 3)n(lln2

-

Kn

rectilinearly has

57n + 54) crossings if n =k, Note that the above

648
polynomial is assymptotic to

-

11

~

o

'5g l9
21

.·

